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1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical Nehari Theorem [7, p. 43 gives the distance from a 
bounded measurable function cp on the unit circle T, to H”, the algebra of 
bounded measurable functions on T with zero negative Fourier coefficients. 
The distance is the norm of the Hankel operator defined by cp. This result 
was followed by the result of Hartman [7, p. 61 giving the distance from 
cp to the algebra H” + C generated by H” and the continuous functions on 
T as the essential norm of the Hankel operator defined by rp. As was shown 
by Adamjan, Arov, and Krein [ 11, these two results are extremal cases of 
the following result. If R, denotes the rational functions on T with no more 
than n poles (counting multiplicities) in the interior of T, then the distance 
from cp to H” + R, is given by the nth s-number of the Hankel operator 
defined by cp. 
In this paper we present operator theoretic analogues of these results. 
We define, for an operator T acting on the Hilbert sequence h2 of square 
summable complex sequences, a sequence of operators on h, which when 
it converges, converges to a Hankel operator H(T). In the case where T is 
a Toeplitz operator, H(T) is the classical Hankel operator associated with 
T. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of H(T), 
and show that H(T) exists for a large class of non-Toeplitz operators. We 
then define the corresponding operator theoretic analogues to the above 
function-theoretic results, in terms of the s-numbers of the Hankel 
operator H(T) associated with T. Note that since H(T) is in fact a Hankel 
operator in the classical sense, all these numbers can be computed using 
the algorithms of Foias-Tannenbaum [S]. 
A problem closely related to the problem discussed here was studied by 
Barria and Halmos [S]. The relationship between the two problems is 
discussed in detail in [9]. 
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2. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
The set of all one-sided square summable sequences is denoted by h,; 
that is { xk}F= ,, is in h2 if x.0” Ixk I * < co. Sequences in h2 will be represen- 
ted as vectors starting from the zeroth co-ordinate; that is, x E h, will be 
written as x = (x,, -or, x2, ,.. ). The truncation projections on h, will be 
denoted by Pi, 0 < i < KI. Then 
PiX= Pj(Xo, ?rl, X2, ...) Xi, -‘cj+ 19 ...) = (X0, Xl, ...) Xi, 0, 0, ...). 
These are, of course, orthogonal projections on h, which converge strongly 
to the identity Z on h,. 
The unilateral shift on h, is denoted by $. Recall that Ton h, is Toeplitz 
if and only if S* TS = T. 
The standard orthonormal basis on h2 is denoted by (ei},?=, and 
corresponds to the coordinate representation given above. On the subspace 
P,h, spanned by {e,, . . . . en}, define the unitary operator J, by 
Jnei=e,-i, Odi<tZ. 
J, is called the permutation operator of order n and its matrix representa- 
tion with respect o the basis {e,, . . . . e,} is just 
0 O...l 
0 
I 1 . . : . 01 . 1 . . ..o 
We extend J,, to h, by defining it to be zero on (I- P,)h, and we will 
denote the operator on h, by J,, as well. Note that J, = J,P, = P,J,. 
By L” we mean the algebra of essentially-bounded complex-valued func- 
tions defined on T. rp E L” induces a Toeplitz operator T, on h, as follows. 
Let { ai} i”= _ iT be the sequence of Fourier coefficients of cp. T, will be the 
operator whose matrix representation with respect to the standard 
orthonormal basis is given by 
a0 al 
[! a2 
a-, 
a0 
aI 
a-2 
a --I 
a0 
. . 
. 
. . 1. 
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We also associate with cp a Hankel operator H, on h,. Its matrix represen- 
tation is given by a-1 a-,ap3 ... 
H,= a-, ap3 ap4 ... L i i 1 . a-3 a-4 am5 ... 
Note that if h, denotes the (i,j)th entry in H, then hii=a-,i+j+lj. 
Nehari’s Theorem [7, p. 41 states that all Hankel operators are determined 
in this way. 
H” denotes the subalgebra of L” consisting of functions whose negative 
Fourier coefficients are zero. Note that cp E H” if and only if the matrix 
representation of T, is lower triangular if and only if H, = 0. 
R, denotes the rational functions with at most n poles (counting multi- 
plicities) all of which are in the interior of T. C will denote the algebra of 
continuous functions on T. Note that the following inclusion relations 
hold: 
H”CcH”+R,cHa+Rzc . . . cH”+C. 
Kronecker’s Lemma [6, p. 1831 characterizes those cpeL” for which H, 
is finite rank. Rank H, < n if and only if rp E H” + R,. Hartman’s Theorem 
[7, p. 6) characterizes those cp EL” for which H, is compact. This is the 
case if and only if ‘p E H” + C. 
%’ will denote the (weakly closed) algebra of bounded linear operators in 
h, which have a lower triangular matrix representation with respect o the 
standard basis. V is a nest algebra and has a system theoretic interpretation 
as the algebra of physically realizable ( =causal) stable linear systems (see 
[3]). X will denote the uniformly closed two-sided ideal of compact 
operators on h,. %? + X is a uniformly closed algebra [2]. It is charac- 
terized as { TE Y(h2): llPiT(Z- Pi)/1 +O> and is also referred to as the 
algebra of quasi-triangular operators with respect to the sequence {Pi}. 
Each pair (f, g) of vectors in h, determines a rank one operator which we 
denote by f @g and acts as 
(f@g)b-) = k g)f7 xEh2. 
Conversely all rank one operators on h, are of this form. 
9” will denote the operators on h, of rank less than or equal to n. Each 
operator in 9” can be expressed as a sum of rank one operators and of 
course 
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Finally, for an operator T on h,, the nth s-number of T is 
s,(T) = inf{ 11 T+ FII: FE pn} 
and the essential norm of T is given by 
I(TII.=inf{IIT+KII:KE~}. 
3. THE HANKEL SEQUENCE ASSOCIATED WITH AN OPERATOR 
Given TE Y(hZ), deiine a sequence (I$,( T)} of operators on h, by 
H,,( T) = J,, TS” + ‘, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Note that rank H,(T) < n + 1 since rank J,, = n + 1. The sequence {H,(T)} 
will be referred to as the Hankel sequence associated with T. To justify this 
terminology we compute H,(T) when T is a toeplitz operator T,+, with 
matrix representation 
Tv=[; ‘; “; “-i -1, 
H,,( T,) = Jo T, S = PO T,+, S. This is just the rank one operator whose matrix 
representation is 
a-, a-, a-3 
[: i f 
... 
0 0 0 ..‘) 
I 
H,(T,)= JnT$n+‘. This is the rank n + 1 operator whose matrix 
representation is 
a-l a-2 a-3 ..’ 
a-, up3 ae4 ... 
a-(,+1, a-(n+2l a-(,+3, ... 
0 0 0 . . . 
. . I. 
This is of course equal to P, H,, and as n + CD, H,( Tp) converges trongly 
(weakly) to H,. 
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There exist many operators T for which (H,(T)} does not converge even 
weakly as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. T is defined on h, by 
Te, = 0 
Te,=ei_,, i even 
Tej=2e,-,, i odd. 
Then 
n odd 
0 n even 
and H,,(T) does not converge. 
When {H,(T) j converges weakly we will denote its limit by H(T). Our 
first result characterizes the operators T on h, for which (H,(T)} con- 
verges weakly. A striking fact is that when H(T) exists, it is a Hankel 
operator in the classical sense. 
THEOREM 3.2. For TE 2’(h2), let [tii],T;=o denote the matrix representa- 
tion of T with respect to the standard basis. Then (H,(T)} converges weakly 
if and only iffor each j 2 1, the sequence { tti+ jl converges and the sequence 
of limits {t -j},E, is the sequence of negative Fourier coefficients of some 
cpEL.=. 
Proof Suppose that {H,(T)} converges weakly to the operator H(T). 
The matrix representation of H,(T) with respect o the basis { ei: i >, 0 } on 
h, is given by 
H,(T) = 
t atI+ t nn+2 t nn+3 ... 
fn-In+1 t n-In+2 t n-In+3 ... 
t On+1 fon+2 ton+3 ... 
0 0 0 . . . 
. I. 
Now the sequence (H,( T)ei, ei) converges as n -+ cc for all i, j20 to 
(H( T)e,, e,). But 
(HA T)ei, ej) = 
0, j>n 
t n-,n+i+lr j<n. 
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For i, j fixed and n sufficiently large, this is just the sequence (fn,n+i+, + , } 
which by hypothesis converges to t-([+,,. Thus the matrix representation 
of H(T) is given by 
Since H(T) is a bounded operator, the sequence (tPj} is the sequence of 
negative Fourier coefficients of some cp E L” [7, p. 41. 
Now suppose that for each i 2 1, the sequence {t, ,I + j) converges and 
that the sequence of limits { tP j) determines a bounded Hankel operator 
H(T) whose matrix is 
The computation given above shows that for all i, j> 0, (H,( T)ei, ej) 
converges to (H(T)e,, ei) as n + G. It follows that H,(T) converges to 
H(T) weakly and the proof is complete. 1 
We denote by Y the family of Toeplitz operators on h, and p will 
denote the family of operators T for which {H,(T)} converges strongly. 
Note that .Y c 9. 
THEOREM 3.3. 9 is uniformly closed. 
Proof. Suppose that {T,} E 9 and that 11 Tk - TI( + 0 as k -+ CG. We 
show that TE 9. Since IIH,( T)ll < 11 Tll f or all n, it suffices to show that for 
s E h, the sequence {H,J T). } x is a Cauchy sequence. So fix x E h, and let 
E > 0. Choose k so that 11 T - Tk )I < a/4 I/XII. Then 
= llH,(T- Tk)x+ [H,~(T,)-H,(T,)]x+H,(T,-T)xll 
< IIH,(T- Tk)xII + II[H,(T,)-H,(T,)lxll + IIH,(T,- Z-)41 
d IIJJT- Tk)S”+‘II lldl + llCHm(T~)-H,(T~)l~ll 
+ llJ,,,(T,- T)S”+‘ll II4 
G2 IIT- T,II lldl + IICH~(T~)-H,,(T~)]XII. 
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Since Tk E 3, there exists N such that for n, m > N, 
IICH,(T,)-H,(T,)lxll <c/2. 
Thus 
and the proof is complete. 1 
It is obvious that the product of two Toeplitz operators is not generally 
Toeplitz and therefore does not have a Hankel operator associated with it 
in the classical sense. However, such operators are in 9. 
THEOREM 3.4. if cp,qS~L~, then T,T,E~ and H(T,+,T,)=H,T,+ 
T;H,. 
Proof: 
H,(TvT4)=J,T,T,$‘z+’ 
= J,T,(I- P,)T$“+‘+ J,T,P,T,S”+L 
= JnTvSn+‘S*n+‘T~Sn+’ + (J,T,J,)(J,T,S”+‘) 
=H,(T&S*“+‘T$“+‘)+(J,T,J,) H,(Tb) 
=H,(T,)T,+(J,T,J,)P,H, 
=H,(T,)T,+(J,T,J,,)H,. 
As n + a, H,,( T,,,) converges strongly to H, and J, T,J,, converges 
strongly (in fact weakly) to the transpose Tb of T,. This gives the required 
formula. 1 
Remark 3.5. (1) It follows that the uniformly closed algebra 
generated by F is in 9. (see [9], for the details). 
(2) The formula given above can be looked upon as a differentiation 
formula on this algebra. 
4. UNIFORM CONVERGENCE OF HANKEL SEQUENCES 
Recall that {H,(T)} is a sequence of finite rank operators. Thus if this 
sequence converges uniformly, the corresponding Hankel operator H(T) is 
compact. If, in particular T= T, for cp E L” it follows that cp is in H” + C. 
Is the converse true? Suppose H(T) is a compact operator. Does {H,,(T)} 
converge to H(T) uniformly. This is easily seen to be the case if T = T,, a 
Toeplitz operator. 
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LEMMA 4.1. If T, is a Toeplitz operator on h,, then { H,( T,) } converges 
uniformly if and only if H, is compact. 
Prooj Suppose H, is compact. Recall that since T, is a Toeplitz 
operator, H,( T,) is just P,H,+,. Since P,, + I strongly, it follows that P,H, 
converges to H, uniformly and the proof is complete. 1 
Let u,,= {TE?: {H,(T)} converges uniformly}, and for 0 < n Q ‘x), let 
U,,= (TEU,: rank H(T)bn}. Then 
(1) u,cu,cu,c ... cu, 
(2) (T,:cpEH” +R,}cU, for all n20 
(3) {T,:~~EH~+C}~U, by Lemma4.1. 
U, is easily characterized. 
THEOREM 4.2. U0 = V + X. 
ProoJ We first show that for all n > 0, 
IIH,,(T)ll = IIP, T(I- Pt,)IL 
IIH,(~)ll = llJ,T~“+LII = llJ,,P,T(~-P,)~“+lII 
G IIP,, V- PA. 
On the other hand, since Snf’S*n+’ = I- P,, 
IIP,T(Z- P,)II = ll.Z,P,,T(Z- P,)S”+‘S*“+‘II 
< IIJ,P,T(Z- P,).Y+‘ll 
= llJnTS”+‘ll = IIH,(T)Il. 
Thus IIH,(T)II -0 if and only if IIP,T(Z-P,)II +O. But by a result of 
Arveson, this holds if and only if TE V + Xx. 1 
THEOREM 4.3. TEU,~ T= T#+ U, where q5~H” +C and C~EU~. 
Proof: Suppose {H,(T) } + H(T) uniformly. Since H(T) is compact and 
a Hankel operator, there exists $ E H” + C such that H(T) = H( T,). Then 
IIHAT)-H,(T,Nl 6 IIH,(T)-H(T)II + IIH(T)-H,(T,)II. 
By Lemma 4.1, llH(T)- H,,(T,)II -+O as n -+ ccj. Thus /H,(T- T6)ll +O as 
n + co. But this implies that T- T, E UO. 
On the other hand, suppose T= T, + U where Q E H” + C and U E U,,. 
Then IIH,(T- T,)(l = IIH,(U)II -+O as n+ co. We claim that TEU,. In 
fact IIHAT)-WTJII G IIH,(T)-H,(T,)Il + IIHATJ-H(T,)/I. 
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We have observed that IIH,,( T) - H,( T+)ll + 0 as n + co. By Lemma 4.1, 
IIH,(T,)-Zf(T,)II +O as n+ cc. Thus IIZf,(T)-H(Tb)II +O as n+ cc 
and the proof is complete. 1 
It is easily seen, using the same argument that TE U, o T= T, + 17, 
where ~EH” +R, and UEU,. 
We now present an analogue of the Kronecker lemma. We begin with 
some preliminary results. 
LEMMA 4.4. Zf lim,, ~ infrank P,T(Z-P,)=k<cc, and TE$, then 
rank H(T) < k. 
Proof By taking a subsequence if necessary, we can assume that 
rank P, T(Z- P,) c k for all n. We also note that since .Z,, is an isometry on 
P,h, and S”+’ is an isometry, rank H,(T) = rank P, T(Z- P,). 
If rank H(T) > k + 1, there exist k + 1 linearly independant vectors 
(I! 1, . . . . yk+ ,} in h, such that {H(T) JJ~, . . . . H(T)yk+ I} is a linearly 
independant set. Thus the subspace Y spanned by {J,, . . . . yk+, } has 
dimension k + 1 and Y n ker H,(T) # { 0} for all n. It follows that, for each 
n, there exists yn E Y such that 11 y, II = 1 and H,(T) y, = 0. 
Since the sequence { yn} is in the finite dimensional subspace Y, there 
exists a subsequence {y,} and y E Y such that 11~‘~~ - ~11 + 0 as nj + a. We 
can assume that II H( T) ~11 = 1. But 
llK,(T)~ll G IIH,(T)~-H,(T)l’,,,ll + IIK,(ThII 
d II H,, ( VII II Y - y,ij II i II TII II Y - yn, II. 
Thus IIH,,(T)yII -0 as n,+cc, and (WT)y, H(T)Y)-(H,(T)Y, 
H(T)y)+ 1 as nj+ cc. But 
IWW-K,Vh H(T)Y)I -+O 
as nj + 00 since TE 9. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Zf rank H,(T) < k c cxs for all n and TE 9, then 
rank H(T) < k. 
- is of the form T= AB, B;‘, where THEOREM 4.6. Suppose TE$ 
(1) AE% 
(2) B,, he%* 
and rank{P,B,(Z- P,)} Gk, i= 1, 2, for all n, then rank H(T) < 2k. 
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Proof: 
H,,(T)=J,,AB,B,‘S”f’ 
=(J,,AS+‘)(S*“+‘B,B;‘S”+‘)+(J,AJ,)(J,,B,B;’S”+’) 
= H,(A)S *n+ lBIB;Iyt+ I + (JJJ,) H,,(Bl BY’) 
=(J,,AJ,,) Hn(B,B;‘) 
since, for A E F’, H,,(A) = 0 for all n. It follows that rank H,(T) < 
rank H,,(B’B;‘) for all n. By Lemma 4.2, it suffices to show that 
rank{H,(B,B;‘)} <2k for all n. 
As above H,,(B,B~‘)=H,(B,)S*“f’B~‘Sn+‘+(JnBIJn)(JnB~’Snf’). 
Since B;‘E%*, (I-P,) B;‘(f- P,) is invertible on (I- P,)h, with 
inverse (Z-P,) Bz(Z- P,). Thus 
(S *~+‘~~‘~“+1)(~*“+1~*~“+1) 
=S *n+‘B;‘(z- P,I)B2S”+’ 
= S*N+‘(I- P,) B,‘(I- P,l) Bz(l-P,)S”+’ 
=S *n+‘(I-p,)S”+‘=[. 
The same argument shows that (S*nf’BzS”f’)(S*“+‘B;‘S”+‘) = I for all 
n. Thus 
H,(B,B~‘)S*“+‘B~S”+’ 
=H,,(B,)+(JnB,Jn)(JnP,B,‘S”+‘)(S*”+’BzS”+’). 
Since B, E V*, 
P,B$(I- P,,)B,S”+’ = P,B;‘(z- P,) B,(f-- P”)s”+’ 
= - P,,B;‘P,B>(I- P,)S”+’ 
= - f’,B,‘f’,,B,S,,+, 
= (-P,B,‘J,)(H,(Bd). 
Thus 
H,(BIB;‘)S*“+‘BzS”+‘= Hn(B,)- (JnB,)(P,B,‘Jn) HAB,) 
=H,(B,)-(J,B,J,)(J,B,‘J,)H,,(B,). 
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Then 
rank[H,(B,B;‘)] =rank[H,(B,B,‘)S*“+‘B,S”+‘] 
< rank H,( B, ) + rank H,( B,) 
and the proof is complete. 
Remark 4.7. Theorem 4.6 is the direct analogue of Kronecker’s lemma 
as formulated in [7, p. 61. 
5. DISTANCE FORMULAE 
In this section we give operator theoretic analogues to the distance 
formulae of Adamjan, Arov, and Krein in terms of s-numbers of Hankel 
operators. We begin with the analogue of Nehari’s Theorem. 
Let 6p0 = (TE 9: H,(T) converges strongly to zero>. In particular 
V? + X c YO, as well as the left ideal Y” = { TE 2(/z,): lim, 11 TYfII = 0 for 
allfeh’} (see [6, p. 3391). 
THEOREM 5.1. For TEE, d(T, dtpo)= IIH(T)II. 
Proof: Since TE 3, {H,(T)} converges trongly to a Hankel operator 
H,, cp E Lx and thus T- T, E Yo. Therefore, 
Since H” c6p, d(T, Yo)<d(T,, H”)= IIH,II = llH(T)ll by Nehari’s 
theorem. For the opposite inequality, note that since for TE 9, 
[IH(T < IITl(, we have, for LeYo, and TEE, 
IIH(T)ll = IIWT- L)ll d II T- Lll. 
Thus 1) H( T)ll < inf( )I T- LIJ: L E dpo} = d( T, Yo) and the proof is com- 
plete. 1 
Recall that the kth s-number of an operator A on h, is given by 
sk(A) = inf{ JIA + Fll: FE&}. 
Let ~~=~o+{Tv:~~HX+Rk}, dP,=Yo+{T,:cp~H”+Cf. 
THEOREM 5.2. For TE &‘, d( T, Yk) = S,(H( T)). 
Proof: Since for L E 6p, 
IIWT)--H(L)II d IIT-Lll, 
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it follows that 
d(T, ~~)=inf(IIT-LI(:LE~~} 
>inf(I(H(T)--H(L)II: LEYk) 
~inf\‘IIH(T)-Fll:FE~~}=Sk(H(T)). 
For the opposite inequality recall [6, p. 3051 that there exists a Hankel 
operator H, of rank < k such that 
Thus 
dH(T))= IIWZ--H,Il 
dH(T))= llH(T- TvP)ll =d(T- T,, %)=d(T, T,+&)>d(T, &) 
since T, + P0 c Yk. This completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 5.3. If T= T, for (MEL=, then 
d(T, =%)=d(rp, H” +Rk). k 3 0. 
COROLLARY 5.4. For TE?, d(T, 6p,)= IIH(T)lj.. 
Prooj This follows from the fact that d( T, YO) = lim,, r n( T, Y,,) = 
lim, + x s,(fOT))= IIWTN. (see C6, P. 3111). I 
COROLLARY 5.5. For cp E L”, d( T,, d;p,) = d(cp, H” + C). 
Remark 5.6. ( 1) The distances in the above results are given in 
terms of the s-numbers of a Hankel operator. The work of Foias and 
Tannenbaum (see, for example, [4, 51) allows one to actually compute 
these numbers. 
(2) Is it possible to give an analytic description of L$? This is of 
course equivalent to giving an analytic description of 3. 
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